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Hydrogen bonds and transfer energies
Dielectric permittivity distribution
Bacterial thioredoxinContinuum electrostatic calculation of the transfer energies of anions from water into aprotic solvents gives the
ﬁgures erroneous by order ofmagnitude. This is due to the hydrogen bond disruption that suggests the necessity
to reconsider the traditional approach of the purely electrostatic calculation of the transfer energy from water
into protein. In this paper, the method combining the experimental estimates of the transfer energies from
water into aprotic solvent and the electrostatic calculation of the transfer energies from aprotic solvent into
protein is proposed. Hydrogen bonds between aprotic solvent and solute are taken into account by introducing
an imaginary aprotic medium incapable to form hydrogen bonds with the solute. Besides, a new treatment of
the heterogeneous intraprotein dielectric permittivity based on the microscopic protein structure and
electrometric measurements is elaborated. The method accounts semi-quantitatively for the electrostatic effect
of diverse charged amino acid substitutions in the donor and acceptor parts of the photosynthetic bacterial reac-
tion center from Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Analysis of the volatile secondary acceptor site QB revealed that in the
conformation with aminimal distance between quinone QB and Glu L 212 the proton uptake upon the reduction
of QB is prompted by Glu L 212 in alkaline and by Asp L 213 in slightly acidic regions. This agrees with the pH de-
pendences of protonation degrees and the proton uptake. Themethod of pK calculation was applied successfully
also for dissociation of Asp 26 in bacterial thioredoxin.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Electrostatic interactions play the key role in many biophysical pro-
cesses, e.g. in energy transduction inphotosynthesis. Oneof the important
contributions into electrostatic energy is due to theﬁeld of ionizedgroups,
especially numerous amino acid side chains. A speciﬁc feature of their
electrolytic dissociation is that both the acidic and basic forms of them
are incorporated into protein while hydrogen ion is transferred to water:
XH0 þð Þprot ¼ X− 0ð Þprot þHþaq: ðIÞion complex; DMF, dimethyl-
on; TATB, tetraphenylarsonium
Bldg. 40,MSU,Moscow119992,
l. 6 Bldg. 3 App. 76, Moscow
ldg. 2. App. 21, Moscow 125055,
herepanov@gmail.comTherefore, to ﬁnd pK of acid in protein, we have to start with its pK
in aqueous solution and then calculate the standard free energies of
transfer of the acidic and basic forms from water into the proper site
in protein:
2:3RTpKinprot ¼ 2:3RTpKaq−ΔGtrXH w→pð Þ þ ΔGtrX w→pð Þ: ð1Þ
This equation implies that the transfer energies relate to one partic-
ular acid under condition that all other dissociable groups are neutral; it
determines so called “intrinsic pK” [1]. The real protonation state of each
acid is affected also by interaction with other ionized groups. The effect
of this interaction can be found by Monte Carlo sampling (the conve-
nient technique for this operation is provided by the Karlsberg program
[2]).
The transfer energies inﬂuencing the intrinsic pK have two compo-
nents – the energies of transfer from water into protein considered as
some nonstructurized dielectricmedium and the energies of interaction
of the newly formed charge with the pre-existing intraprotein electric
ﬁeld due to the protein structure. Traditionally, both these components
are calculated using one of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation solver –
DelPhi [3] or MEAD [4]. In particular, this method was applied to BRC
of Rb. sphaeroides [5–13] and of Rhodopseudomonas viridis [14–16].
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First, many side chains remain ionized inside the low-dielectric phase –
protein; this is due to the substantial intraprotein electric ﬁeld created
by the protein backbonedipoles. Second, their protonation state is strong-
ly affected by their mutual electrostatic interaction. Third, the negative
charge appearing upon reduction of quinones increases markedly pK of
some carboxylic acids causing protons uptake.With the different calcula-
tionmethods employed, there are somedifferences in concludingwhat of
aminoacids is responsible for the proton uptake. Most papers ascribe this
role to Asp L 213, some – to Glu L 212.
However, in spite of its important results this approach contains also
an intrinsic contradiction because it considerswater as amediumwhich
interacts with the acid and the corresponding base can be described in
terms of a pure continuum dielectric response. It is well known that
the hydration energies of ions cannot be described by the simple Born
equation (or by the more sophisticated dielectric continuum descrip-
tion based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation). Especially large differ-
ence with the continuum electrostatics takes place in presence of some
speciﬁc short–range interactions, in particular hydrogen bonds. The
estimate of the transfer energy of acetate anion from water into DMF
gives 80 kJmol−1 while the continuum electrostatics calculation results
in only 5.0 kJ mol−1 [17,18]. For transfer energy of the neutral polar
molecule of acetic acid the value of 15.5 kJ mol−1 was obtained while
electrostatic calculation gives only 0.5 kJ mol−1. These drastic discrep-
ancies are due, ﬁrst of all, to the loss of strong hydrogen bonds between
water and two negative oxygens upon transfer of CH3CO2− from water
into DMF; for the neutral molecule CH3COOH, this transfer is accompa-
nied by loss of weaker bonds HOH–O and substitution of the bond
COOH–H2O by a somewhat stronger bond COOH–O_C(H)N(CH3)2.
Some role is played also by violation of the local continuumelectrostatics
if applied to associated liquids and speciﬁc orientation ofmolecules of the
protic solvents around solute (see Section 2.3.1.). The transfer energies
given above are not the strict experimental ﬁgures but were obtained
from the experimental data using some extra-thermodynamic assump-
tion; hence theymay varywithin few kilojoules (see Section 2.3.3). How-
ever, there is no doubt that they exceed the results of the continuum
electrostatic calculations at least by order of magnitude.
The problem of a physically correct treatment of the transfer energy
fromwater into protein is common for all calculations of pKs in proteins
using an implicit description of water. There exists a vast literature on
the problem. The ﬁrst applications were employing straightforward
continuum electrostatic models [4,19,20]. Later on, besides the explicit
solvent treatment that demands for a very large computer time, some
improvements in electrostatic approaches were proposed (for a brief
review of existingmethods see [21,22]; an extensive material is collected
in a Special issue of Proteins (2011) v.79№ 12). However, these improve-
ments do not fully eliminate the main drawback of the implicit water
description.
In the present paper, we describe a uniﬁed method of electrostatic
calculationswhich allows circumventing the difﬁculties due to a speciﬁc
behavior of water (Section 2.3.2.).
Beside the explicit treatment of hydrogen bonds, our approach
includes also two fundamental tenets.
The traditional electrostatic semi-continuum calculations employ only
one protein's dielectric permittivity, namely, the static one. However, in
proteins that are the pre-organized media, there are two physically
different effects – dielectric response to charging of some group and the
effect of the intraprotein electric ﬁeld set up by partial charges of all
protein's atoms. These two different energy components should be calcu-
lated using different permittivities – the static one for the dielectric re-
sponse energy, and the optical one for the effect of the pre-existing
intraprotein ﬁeld [23,24]. The response to charging involves the shift of
all atoms to their new positions, and also their electronic polarization;
hence, it includes all kinds of polarization described by the static dielectric
constant. The pre-existing ﬁeld is created by partial (or full) charges of
atoms ﬁxed in their positions before the charging of the group underconsideration. Therefore, the shift of these atoms (the atomicpolarization)
is not involved in this component. The ﬁeld of these atoms is screened
only by their electronic (optical) polarization. The approach described re-
solves the intrinsic contradiction of the traditional semi-continuum calcu-
lation that was pointed out by King et al. [25]: using static permittivity for
calculation of the intraprotein ﬁeld one accounts twice for the effect of
partial charges – as a source of the ﬁeld and as a self-screening polariza-
tion. On the other hand, if the protein structure is knownat some charging
state, and then anewcharge appears in theprotein (e.g., by redox reaction
or titration of protonable residues), this additional charge would cause
shifts of all atoms. Therefore, the ﬁeld set up by this new charge is affected
by all kind of polarization; this means involvement of the static dielectric
constant. The employment of two permittivities – the static and the opti-
cal ones, has been successfully applied for the calculation of pK of the ac-
tive site of α-chymotrypsin [26], of redox potentials of all cofactors of
Photosystem I and of two soluble ferredoxins [27], and of redox potential
of the Rieske iron – sulfur protein [28] (reviewed in [29]).
The third speciﬁc feature of our calculations is a new method to
account for inhomogeneity of the static dielectric constant. The experi-
ments on electrogenesis revealed that the inner core of the BRC has a
substantially lower dielectric constant than its outer layers [30]; the
similar picture was obtained also for Photosystem I [31]. In our previous
study [27], we have found some parallelism between the average
dielectric constants of the different layers in Photosystem I and the
concentration of polar side chains in these regions. In the present
paper, we have analyzed more thoroughly this parallelism in BRC, and
used these data to obtain a more detailed spatial distribution of the static
dielectric constant. Our approach is described in Section 2.2.
The different experimental techniques were applied to study the
proton uptake upon reduction of quinones Using the wild type BRC
and several mutants of aminoacids residues in the QB binding site,
many detailed studies of the stoichiometry of proton uptake [32–35],
of the kinetics of electron transfer between QA and QB and of P+ - QB−
recombination (most probably, via QA− repopulation) [36–39] and
electrogenesis measurements [40] have been performed (reviewed in
[41–44]). They lead to conclusion that proton uptake in the lower pH
region is due mainly to protonation of Asp L 213 while at higher pH – to
Glu L 212. It was found that in the middle region of pH the uptake has
practically constant value but it increases at pH 6 and, especially, at
pH 9. This increase is larger upon QB than upon QA reduction. All the
previous electrostatic calculations have explained this difference by
larger negative potential exerted by QB− on carboxylic acids situated in
vicinity of QB, especially on Glu L 212 and Asp L 213.
The deviating in some aspects results were obtained by the differen-
tial FTIR spectroscopy (summarized in [45]). It was concluded that not
only at high pH's but also down to pH 4 the only carboxylic residue
taking up protons is Glu L 212. The reason for the difference of conclu-
sions on the proton acceptor made on the basis of spectroscopic and
kinetic data are not quite clear till now. The hypothesis on the Glu L
212 as the single proton acceptor contradicts the experimental data,
e.g. those showing that at pH b 7.5 the proton uptake is practically the
same for the wild type and the mutant Gln L 212 [35]. Furthermore,
the relatively low proton uptake upon reduction of either QB or QA in
the pH interval of 6.5–8.5 is identical. That means that under these
conditions neither Glu L 212 nor Asp L 213 can be the principal proton
acceptors because the electric ﬁeld exerted by two quinones on these
acidic groups is substantially different. Therefore, the proton uptake in
the middle pH region (the “basal” uptake) is, most probably, due to
the sum of small effects of several residues effectively equidistant, in
average, from both these quinones.
In the Section 2, we will describe the methods of electrostatic calcu-
lations (Section 2.1), the analysis of the dielectric permittivity spatial
distribution ( Section 2.2.), the special approach for the account of the
hydrogen bonds energies (Section 2.3.), and theprocedure of the ioniza-
tion degree calculation (Section 2.4). The results will be discussed in
Section 3 (the dielectric permittivity in Section 3.1., the protonation
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calculation of pK of Asp 26 in bacterial thioredoxin (Section 4).
Section 5 presents the conclusions.2. Methods
2.1. Electrostatic calculations
Electrostatic calculations were performed using DelPhi [3] and
MEAD [4] programs, the former in its newer version (DelPhi V. 4 Release
1.0) allowing to introduce several dielectric regions inside the protein.
The numerical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation (PBE) was
done in a three-dimensional grid with the space interval of 0.7 Å or
0.5 Å and themargins of 10 Å to 35Å. In the transfer energy calculations,
the internal dielectric permittivity of residues (εi) was always taken
equal 2.5. The van der Waals radii of atoms were taken in accordance
with the parameterization PARSE [46], the probe radius of solvent was
1.4 Å, the partial charges of the cofactors were assigned as described
below.2.1.1. Coordinates
There are several papers where the structures of BRC from
Rhodobacter sphaeroides were determined (e.g., PDB codes 4RCR [47],
2RCR [48], 1PCR [49], 1AIJ and 1AIG [50], 1dv3 [51], 2GNU [52], 2J8C
and 2J8D [13]). All the structures are similar in general. We performed
calculations basing on the 2GNU and on the 2J8D structures which
have the best resolutions (2.2 Å and 2.08 Å correspondingly); the choice
of these structures is substantiated in Section 3.2.2. The protein's hydro-
gen atomswere generated by HBUILD [53] Crystallographic water mol-
ecules inside the protein were not removed from the structure to
prevent the automatic ﬁlling of cavities by liquid water (with εs = 80)
what is commonly performed by the DelPhi program; this can lead to
a substantial distortion of results (see Section 3.2.2.1) The ﬁeld of
dipoles of some of them was accounted for explicitly as described in
Section 2.4.
Besides BRC we have analyzed the bacterial thioredoxin's Asp 26
dissociation (the choice of this system is substantiated in Section 4.).
The structure of the oxidized thioredoxin from Escherichia coli was
obtained by X-ray crystallography in [54] (pdb 2TRX), it was conﬁrmed
byNMR [55]. Crystals analyzed in [54] present a dimer of twomolecules
A and B in different conformations. According to NMR data, only the
conformation of A corresponds to the protein in solution [55]. Therefore,
our calculationswere performedwith this conformation. As for BRC, the
hydrogen coordinates were found by HBUILD, and all water molecules
were included in the structure.2.1.2. Atomic partial charges
Partial charges for amino acid residues in all our calculations were
taken from the semi-empirical parameterization scheme PARSE that
was adjusted in [46] to describe solvation energies. The set of charges
based on the AMBER94 scheme and corrected to account for the ﬁeld
screening by the residues' internal dielectric constant give results
close to those obtained with PARSE [27]. Atomic partial charges in
neutral and charged states for bacteriochlorophyll (both monomeric
and dimeric) and bacteriopheophytine molecules were calculated ab
initio with GAMESS [56]. The charges of quinone molecule were
calculated in the framework of the Density Functional Theory with
parameterization B3LYP. All the charges calculated in this work are
given in Supplementary Material, Tables S1–S4 (not all of these data
were used in the present paper). Partial charges of the non-heme iron
complex were taken from quantum–chemical calculations of [57] (the
charging energy was only slightly dependent on the details of the
charge distribution, typical variations were less than 1%).2.2. The dielectric permittivity of the protein complex
In the ﬁrst applications of the continuum electrostatics one consid-
ered protein as a homogeneous dielectric with the static permittivity
equal to 4 (the value close to those obtained by the direct measure-
ments of the permittivity of dry proteins, see e.g. [58]). However, the
microscopic simulations of some globular proteins in solutions resulted
in an inhomogeneous structure – a low permittivity in the core of the
globule, close to 3, increasing in direction to periphery (e.g. [59,60]).
Nowadays, somemodels were proposed to estimate the static dielectric
permittivity of proteins and present it in a form suitable to use it in the
PBE. Theymay ascribe some discrete values of εs to different zones of the
protein [61] or to represent the permittivity as a continuous function of
coordinates [62]. Both of them obtain the parameters' characteristic for
the dielectric inhomogeneity byﬁtting the calculations to awide dataset
of the experimentally determined pKs.
For BRC, the electrogenesis measurements provide the data on the
change of the electric potential drop upon shift of the charge inside the
intramembrane complex; the complex is described as a system of parallel
dielectric layers. This allows ﬁnding the ratio of the average permittivity
of some layer to the permittivity of the central part of the intramembrane
protein.
In this paper, we suggest a new approach allowing estimating semi-
empirically the spatial distribution of the dielectric properties in protein
volume employing jointly the electrometric data and the protein's
three-dimensional structure. This method is based on assumption that
there is some correlation between local concentration of polar groups
in a deﬁnite protein volume, on the one hand, and the static dielectric
permittivity of the same volume, on the other hand. The protein do-
mains formed by nonpolar residues are the most hydrophobic regions,
hence with the lowest dielectric permittivity value. At the same time,
themost hydrophilic regions, characterized byhigh dielectric permittivity
values contain, as a rule, signiﬁcant amount of polar or charged amino
acid residues. The validity of this rule was demonstrated in our previous
work by the example of cyanobacterial Photosystem I complex, for
which the polarity proﬁle (across membrane) fully correlates with its
dielectric permittivity proﬁle, deducted from electrometric data [27].
To analyze this relationship semi-quantitatively we built a “polarity
map” of bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (BRC). To assign a
relative polarity value to some point inside the protein, we calculated
the percentage of nitrogen and oxygen atoms belonging to side chains
among all the protein atoms in the vicinity of this point (we didn't
included explicitly oxygens of internal water molecules; the number
of water molecules present correlates with the presence of polar,
especially ionogenic groups). We suppose that due to some mobility
of side chains their concentration deﬁne in a large measure the dielec-
tric properties of the corresponding region of the protein. The radius R
of the region considered should be large enough to capture sufﬁcient
number of atoms to allow a semi-continuum description. On the other
hand, it should be small as compared with protein size, if we want to
describe the local dielectric permittivities. We took a value R = 7 Å
that embarrasses one to two hundreds atoms (we tried also smaller
radii but they lead to a large scatter of values). The histogram showing
the number of side chain atoms having the different polarity of their
surroundings is presented on Fig. 1.
Dielectric properties of BRC protein complex from Rb. sphaeroides
were studied using electrometric method in [30]. In assumption that
the most hydrophobic region (in the middle of the membrane) has
the lowest εs value which is accepted to be equal to 3, the average εs
valueswere estimated for donor side (the layer between protein surface
at donor side and P870), εs = 10, and for the most polar layer in the
vicinity of Q B (towards protein surface of acceptor side from this
cofactor), εs = 20. Using “polarity map” of BRC we calculated the aver-
age relative polarities (p) of these three regions expressed as a percent
of electronegative atoms — oxygen and nitrogen, belonging to polar
side chains, among all the side chains atoms. These polarities are 1.6%,
Fig. 1.Distributionof the protein's atoms according to polarity of their surroundings: number
of atoms at a given polarity (percent of polar atoms inside the sphere of radius 7 Å around
each atom). Lower panel A – in the whole protein, upper panels B – E – in the pieces to
which the following average permittivity is ascribed: εs = 3 (B, red); εs = 5 (C, yellow);
εs = 10 (D, green); εs = 20 (E, blue).
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regions mentioned above were compared with experimentally known
average dielectric permittivity values (εs). These three pairs (p, εs) are
plotted on Fig. 2. Some additional considerations allow us to estimate
the εs (p) dependence in a wider range of p. First, the zero polarity
would correspond to the atomic polarization of backbone; it should be
some intermediate between the value accepted for themost hydropho-
bic region (εs=3) and the optical value (purely electronic polarization,
εo=2.5). We accept the value εs=2.8. Second, we assume that the QB
region at acceptor side with εs = 20 which is the most polar region in
the whole protein gives the upper limit of εs. These two estimatesFig. 2. Static dielectric permittivity dependence on the layer's average polarity The polarities
were averaged over the slab of the known thickness for which the average permittivity has
been determined in the electrogenesis experiments.allowed us to add two points more at the plot on Fig. 2: εs (p = 0) =
2.8 and εs (p ≥ 7%) = 20. The resulting data plotted at Fig. 2 can be
described by some sigma-shaped curve. The dependence εs (p) allow
us to go from description in terms of polarity to description in terms
of dielectric permittivity. Let us mention that the values of the limiting
quantities accepted above do not exert a substantial effect on the ﬁnal
results of the local εs estimations because, as can be seen from Fig. 1,
the overwhelming majority of local polarities lie inside the interval
between three basic points of Fig. 1 or very close to the borders of this
interval. The results of such an evaluation are presented in Section 3.1.
The static dielectric permittivity determined by electrogenesis ex-
periments presents some quantity averaged over the layer of protein.
It includes not only the permittivity of the protein itself but also effect
of cofactors and of water incorporated in the protein structure.Most co-
factors are situated in the region with the εs = 3. However, the primary
donor (Bchl2) is partly embedded in regions with εs = 5 and 10,
quinones are surrounded by the medium with an average εs = 10 and
are touching the area with εs = 20. The own cofactors permittivity is
determined practically by their electronic polarizability which is rather
high due to the systems of conjugated π-bonds; their effective ε≈ 2.5.
Hence it cannot inﬂuence substantially the average permittivity of the
layer.
The orientation of water molecules was determined by HBUILD both
for charged and neutral states of acid residues under consideration. The
ﬁeld of these dipoles was accounted for explicitly as a part of the
intraprotein electric ﬁeld (for Glu L 212 and Asp L 213, only the ﬁeld
of 22 molecules lying at the distance ≤ 10 Å from their carboxylic
oxygens is perceptible). Therefore, their orientational polarization
does not contribute into the dielectric response energy. Only their elec-
tronic polarizability and various intra-molecular vibration modes come
in play. Accordingly, we ascribe to the volumes occupied by these
molecules the permittivity equal to ~6, i.e. close to the water infrared
(IR) permittivity that is determined besides of the electronic polariza-
tion also by the high-frequency atomic vibrations. The same permittiv-
ity of water inclusions was used also in calculations of the pre-existing
electric ﬁeld (an analogy of the IR polarization with the electronic
polarization).
2.3. Effect of hydrogen bonds
2.3.1. Energy of ion transfer from water into aprotic solvents
The problem of the ion hydration energy, in particular the energy of
the ion transfer fromwater into aprotic solvent is discussed in the liter-
ature formany years (for review see [18,63–65]). First of all, it should be
mentioned that one can determine in a strict thermodynamic way only
the transfer energy of an electroneutral combination of cation and
anion. Any attempt to measure directly the transfer energy of a single
ion faces a fundamental obstacle: the transfer of an ion is inevitably
connected with a charge traversing the potential drop at the boundary
of two solvents or of the solvent/gas boundary, these potential differ-
ences being inaccessible to any direct experiment. Therefore, one has
to resort to some extrathermodynamic assumption allowing dividing
the transfer energy of a neutral salt into two contributions due to cation
and anion separately. Themost usual idea is toﬁnd the transfer energy for
a pair including a large ion having according to Born equation a rather
small solvation energy almost independent of the solvent dielectric per-
mittivity (more precisely, this dependence can be accounted for). Due
to additivity of ion solvation energy, knowing the transfer energy for
some pilot ion and the transfer energies of many salts one can ﬁnd the
transfer energies of other ions.
Most popular pilot systems are tetraphenylarsonium–
tetraphenylborate couple (TATB approximation, e.g. [66]) and
metallocene cations [67]. The drawback of the TATB approximation is
that the tetraphenyl- (as well as tetraalkyl-) ions have a rather open
structure allowing the solvent molecules to penetrate between the
radicals what distorts the simple Bornian dependence. At the same
Fig. 3. Scheme of the three-step calculation of pK. Transfer fromwater to aprotic solvent, then to an imaginary aprotic medium not forming hydrogen bonds with solute, then to protein.
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tion in a wide range of the solvent permittivities [68] (for review see
[18]).
The large ions have onemore advantage – they decrease the effect of
the nonlocal dielectric response due to discrete structure of solvent.
When ion's radius is larger than the size of the solvent molecule
(or the cluster of molecules linked by hydrogen bonds) the solvent be-
haves as a continuous dielectric medium. A further difﬁculty is inherent
to protic media, especially to water. Because of a substantially smaller
van der Waals radius of hydrogen, this strongly polar atom comes to
the solute molecule closer than oxygen, and this creates at the solute
some additional positive potential. The effects of the nonlocal response
and preferential orientation due to a small hydrogen radius were
estimated for ferrocene in [18]. They both are of order of 0.1 eV; due
to their opposite sign they largely compensate each other, and the
total effect is≈ 0.01 eV (the compensation takes place only for cations).
All these data have allowed compiling a system of the ion transfer
energy [18].
2.3.2. Method of the intrinsic pK calculation accounting for the breaking of
hydrogen bonds
As described in Section 1, the main problem here is the breaking
and formation of hydrogen bonds. In proteins, we can account
for them explicitly while calculating the ﬁeld exerted by the acid
(base) surroundings. In water, we don't have the necessary structural
data.
To circumvent this difﬁculty, we consider some three–step process.
The calculation scheme is illustrated at Fig. 3. The ﬁrst step is the
reactants transfer from water into some aprotic solvent; the second
one – their transfer into some imaginary nonstructured aprotic medium
where no hydrogen bonds are formed, and having the same dielectric
permittivity as water; the third step – purely electrostatic calculation
of the reactants' transfer energy from this medium into protein. For
the ﬁrst step, we will employ the estimates based on the experimental
data on the transfer energies. In the second step, the dielectric response
energies and the data on the hydrogen bonds energies are used. The
third step involves both the dielectric response energies and the
energies of interaction with the intraprotein electric ﬁeld, including an
explicit calculation of interaction with the adjacent proton donors.
Earlier, we applied this method for pK calculations for α-chymotrypsin
[26].1
We can rewrite Eq. (1) in the form
2:3RTpKinprot ¼ 2:3RTpKaq−ΔGtrXH w→sð Þ þ ΔGtrX w→sð Þ−ΔGtrXH s→mð Þ
þΔGtrX s→mð Þ−ΔGtr;elXH m→pð Þ þ ΔGtr;elX m→pð Þ:
ð1aÞ1 The principle of the method was described in eighties [69,70] but in those papers the
electrostatic calculations were performed very approximately.The valuesΔGX,XHtr (w→ s) correspond to theﬁrst step – transfer from
water into solvent S. To evaluate ΔGX,XHtr (w → s) we start with
experimental data related to some aprotic solvent S (preferably DMF
as some analog of peptide bond). The data for transfer into this solvent
accounts automatically for the energies of the breaking the bonds
between reactants and water as well as the water's abnormal dielectric
response due to the network of hydrogen bonds between water
molecules.
Let us notice that
ΔGtrX w→sð Þ þ ΔGtrHþ w→sð Þ−ΔGtrXH w→sð Þ ¼ 2:3RTΔpKs
where ΔpKs is the pK shift in solvent S relative to pK in water. Hence,
ΔGtrX w→sð Þ−ΔGtrXH w→sð Þ ¼−ΔGtrHþ w→sð Þ þ 2:3RTΔpKs: ð2Þ
Considering the second step, we should take in account that the base
X (for instance, carboxylate) does not form the hydrogen bondwith the
solvent S, and hence the transfer energy of this base intoM includes only
purely electrostatic component; the latter equals only to the change of
the dielectric response energy (Bornian solvation energy) because M
is a nonstructured medium The acid XH forms hydrogen bond with
the solvent S. Therefore, to ﬁnd the transfer energy from solvent S to
medium M free of hydrogen bonds we have to detract the energy of
this bond from the electrostatic term:
ΔGtrXH s→mð Þ ¼ ΔGtr;elXH s→mð Þ−ΔGXH‐S: ð3Þ
Hence,
ΔGtrX w→mð Þ−ΔGtrXH w→mð Þ ¼ ΔGtrX w→sð Þ þ ΔGtr;elX s→mð Þ
−ΔGtrXH w→sð Þ−ΔGtr;elXH s→mð Þ þ ΔGXH‐S:
ð3aÞ
In the third step, only the electrostatic energies are involved, in this
case both the dielectric response and the intraprotein electric ﬁeld con-
tribute
ΔGtr;elX m→pð Þ−ΔGtr;elXH m→pð Þ: ð3bÞ
Summing up all the components and substituting them in Eq. (1a)
we obtain
2:3RTpKinprot ¼ 2:3RTpKaq−ΔGtrHþ w→sð Þ þ 2:3RTΔpKs
þΔGtr;elX s→mð Þ−ΔGtr;elXH s→mð Þ þ ΔGXH‐S
þΔGtr;elX m→pð Þ−ΔGtr;elXH m→pð Þ:
ð4Þ
Keeping in mind that all the purely electrostatic terms involving the
medium M are the same as those for water (we have accepted the
Table 1
The components of the hydrogen bond corrections, energy in kJ mol− 1.
Compound 5.7 ΔpKs ΔGH+tr ΔGXH − S ΔΔGtr,el Total ΔGh.b ΔpKh.b.
CH3COOH in DMF 36.2 −28.3 −21 −4.5 39 6.8
CH3COOH in AN 95.8 +31.8 −14.5 −4.5 45 7.9
IMH+ in DMF −3.6 −28.3 −34 +3.4 −5.9 −1
C3H7NH3+ in AN 43.3 +31.8 −21 +3.9 −5.6 −1
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write Eq. (4) in a more convenient form
2:3RTpKinprot ¼ 2:3RTpKaq−ΔGtr;elXH w→pð Þ þ ΔGtr;elX w→pð Þ
þΔGtr;elXH w→sð Þ−ΔGtr;elX w→sð Þ
þΔGXH‐S−ΔGtrHþ w→sð Þ þ 2:3RTΔpKs
ð4aÞ
The ﬁrst three terms on the right side present the value calculated by
the traditional method, the other terms determine the correction due to
breaking of hydrogen bonds in water (ΔpKh.b.).
Eq. (4a) formulates the following algorithm for the intrinsic pK
calculation. Starting with the pK value for aqueous solutions we add
(with the proper sign) the electrostatic energies of transfer of acidic
and basic forms of the residue under consideration from water into
protein. In these calculations, water is considered as a simple dielectric
medium described by continuum electrostatics. The speciﬁc feature of
this step is that two components of electrostatic energy – dielectric re-
sponse energy and the energy of interaction with the pre-existing
intraproteinﬁeld should be calculated using twodifferent dielectric per-
mittivities – the static and optical ones. At the next step of calculations
(ﬁve last members of Eq. (4a)), one should introduce correction ac-
counting for effects of hydrogen bonds in the transfer energies between
water anddifferentmedia. In thenext subsectionwe give the evaluation
of this correction for the most important ionogenic groups.
2.3.3. The values of the hydrogen bonds corrections (ΔpKh.b) for various
systems
The transfer energies solvent–water for H+ ion were estimated in
[18]. As described in Section 2.3.1., the transfer energy of a single ion
cannot be determined in a thermodynamically strict way. Therefore,
this quantity contains some uncertainty due to employment of an
extrathermodynamic assumption. The average H–bonds energies were
estimated from the difference of the corresponding pK's in aqueous so-
lutions using empirical rules proposed in [71]. The accuracy of these two
components does not exceed few kiloJoules per mole, hence the possi-
ble error in calculated pK may reach about one pK unit or even more.
ΔGtrHþ ðw→sÞ for DMF equals to −28.3 kJ mol−1, for AN it
is +31.8 kJ mol−1 [18].
For acetic acid pK in water is 4.75 [72], in DMF 11.1 [73], in AN 21.56
[74], i.e. the correspondingΔpKs are 6.35 and16.8, or, in units of energy,.
36.2 kJ mol−1 and 95.8 kJ mol−1 correspondingly. The same values we
will accept for aspartic and glutamic acids.
The typical H–bond energies for COOH…S can be estimated
as −21 kJ mol−1 for DMF and −14.5 kJ mol−1 for AN.
The purely electrostatic transfer energies ΔGX,XHtr,el (w → s) are
5.0 kJ mol−1 for X− and 0.5 kJ mol−1 for XH (they were calculated
using DelPhi employing water radius 1.4 Å and solvent radius 2.0 Å).
These energies are practically the same for DMF and AN having εs 36.7
and 37.5 correspondingly.
All the contributions are presented in Table 1.
Finally, the correction terms in Eq. (4) give 39 kJ mol−1 (that is
equivalent to ΔpKh.b. = 6.8) using as the reference data those for DMF,
and 45 kJmol−1 (ΔpKh.b.=7.9) for AN. Keeping inmind thepossible ac-
curacy of the main contributions the agreement between these two es-
timates seems quite reasonable especially with account of the opposite
sign of two corrections. In our further calculations, we will use the data
based on theDMF estimate because, ﬁrst, in this casemost of theΔpKh.b.
components are smaller than for AN, and hence one could expect their
probable errors being also smaller; and, second, DMF is similar to pep-
tide groups, and one could expect similar short–range dispersion
interactions.
The model compound for the protonated histidine is imidazolium
cation. Its pK in water is 7.03 [72], in DMF 6.4 [75], 2.3
RT ΔpKs = −3.6 kJ mol−1. The hydrogen bond energy is estimatedas−34 kJ mol−1. Difference of ΔGX,XHtr,el (w→ s) equals to +3.4 kJ mol−1.
The total energy change is−5.9 kJ mol−1 (ΔpKh.b. =−1).
The model compound for lysine is C3H7NH2, pK of the corre-
sponding cation in water 10.7, in AN 18.3 [76]., 2.3 RT ΔpKs =
43.3 kJ mol−1. The estimate of the H-bond energy −21 kJ mol−1,
the difference of ΔGX,XHtr,el (w → s) = 3.9 kJ mol−1. Correction equals
to−5.6 kJ mol−1 (ΔpKh.b. =−1).
We could not ﬁnd the necessary experimental data for arginine. We
accept for it the same relatively small correction as for lysine.
It should be stressed that the corrections discussed above relate to
the ionogenic groups buried inside the protein. For the surface residues
retaining hydrogen bonds with surrounding water Eq. (1) is applicable
directly, without corrections due to the distorted balance of hydrogen
bonds.
2.4. Calculation of protonation states of ionizable residues
Wehave considered the protonation states of 129 ionizable residues
(30 Arg, 20 Lys, 20 His, 33 Glu, and 26 Asp). Theywere obtained by a se-
ries of iterations employing the PBE solver DelPhi [3], and the Monte
Carlo sampling method using the program Karlsberg [2]. The values
calculated for a homogeneous medium (both for “optical” and “static”
media) were performed for comparison also using MEAD program [4],
and the results were practically the same as with DelPhi program.
In the ﬁrst iteration, the protonation state of all ionogenic groups
was evaluated. The intrinsic pKwere calculated starting with the corre-
sponding pKs in water plus correction term accounting for breaking of
hydrogen bonds upon transfer the residue from water ΔpKh.b. This
correction term was not employed for the surface residues retaining
the contact with water (see below, Section 3.2.1, green and red points
on Fig. 5); for these residues the pK in aqueous solution was accepted
as the initial pK for further iterative calculation of intrinsic pK. It should
be noted that the ﬁeld of these residues is substantially screened by the
external solvent, and their effect on the internal ionogenic groups is
small. Introducing a correction for the effect of hydrogen bonds into
evaluation of the intrinsic pKs we at the same time have not accounted
for the ﬁeld of adjacent water molecules explicitly. Usually, these water
molecules are favorable for the residues ionization. Therefore, the
groups found to be ionized in the framework of this approximation
should remain ionized upon the explicit treatment of waters.
The loss of Bornian solvation energy (dielectric response energy)
was calculated with DelPhi program with account of the protein's
dielectric inhomogeneity. The intraprotein ﬁeld set up by backbone
and other dipoles and charges of the non-heme iron complexwas calcu-
lated for a quasi-optical medium (εo for protein and εs for surrounding
water). The pair-wise interaction energies that are involved in Monte
Carlo sampling were calculated partly for a uniform protein with an av-
eraged static permittivity 5, and partly, for larger interaction energies
(more than 1/4 unity of pH), more exactly for inhomogeneous protein.
The employment of static permittivity underestimates the interaction
energy. Hence, if the results of the ﬁrst iteration show that some deﬁnite
residues are charged, that can be taken as warranted.
In the ﬁrst iteration, most of residues were found to be ionized at
pH 7 (charges differing from 0 or ±1 not more than by 0.01), many of
them having pKs deviating from their pKs in aqueous solutions by
several units. These residues were considered as having permanent
charges exerting some intraprotein ﬁeld, and they were not included
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iteration. In the second iteration, only those groups were considered
that in the ﬁrst iteration have shown charges markedly differing from
0 or ±1. By contrast to the ﬁrst iteration, the intraprotein ﬁeld that af-
fects their intrinsic pKs included the ﬁeld of permanent charges of the
other ionic groups. This component of the ﬁeld is stronger than the
ﬁeld of their interaction that was included in calculations at the ﬁrst it-
eration: in the ﬁrst iteration it was calculated using the static dielectric
permittivity, in the second – with the quasi-optical one what secures
the higher accuracy.
In the subsequent calculation of the protonation pattern for Glu L
212 and Asp L 213 the charges of aminoacids found in two iterations
were used as some permanent charges affecting the intrinsic pK of
these two residues.
As it was described in Introduction the two different electrostatic
energy components should be calculated using different protein's
permittivities – the static one for the dielectric response energy, and
the optical one for the effect of the pre-existing intraprotein ﬁeld.
In the acceptor side of the complex, there are many water molecules.
The X-ray crystallography determines only positions of their O atoms,
the coordinates of H atoms were obtained by HBUILD program. In calcu-
lation of the intraprotein ﬁeld, we account explicitly for the OH dipoles
of 22watermolecules surrounding Glu L 212 and Asp L 213. As discussed
in Section 2.2., we ascribe them the infrared permittivity equal to 6 that
was employed in calculations of both the dielectric response energy and
the pre-existing intraprotein electric ﬁeld.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. The spatial distribution of dielectric permittivity
The results of the permittivity evaluations are depicted on Fig. 4. This
ﬁgure is plotted in the followingway: to each of point inside the protein
the average relative polarity (and hence the permittivity) is ascribed
that corresponds to the sphere of radius 7 Å around this point (see
Section 2.2.), and all the corresponding protein's residues are colored
according to this polarity.We deﬁne four regions with different permit-
tivities: most hydrophobic (ε b 4), two regions of intermediateFig. 4. Static dielectric permittivity distribution of the BRC. The structure pdb 2GNU [52]. Re
(7.5 b ε b 15) are used for less hydrophobic regions, blue corresponds to the most hydrophilichydrophility (4 b ε b7.5 and 7.5 b ε b 15), and the most hydrophilic
one (ε N 15). On Fig. 4, they are colored in red, yellow, green, and blue
correspondingly. Fig. 4 presents the picture in two perpendicular
projections with different regions superimposing. In our calculations
with the DelPhi program we ascribed the four regions mentioned
above the static dielectric permittivities of 3, 5, 10, and 20. The full list
of the local dielectric permittivities is given in Supplementary Material,
Table S5.
In theﬁrst approximation, the boundaries betweenmost hydrophilic
andmost hydrophobic regions can be described as some planes parallel
to the membrane surface (as it was accepted in the treatment of the
electrogenesis experiments). There are two main zones – strongly hy-
drophilic (about 40% of the total volume) locatedmainly in the acceptor
part of the complex (and the relatively thin outer layer at the donor
part), and strongly hydrophobic one (in the middle part, ~30 vol.%).
However, when considered in more details, the permittivity distribu-
tion has a more complex structure. In particular, in the hydrophilic
region, there is a substantial inhomogeneity of permittivity.
Let us consider the inﬂuence of the dielectric inhomogeneity on the
effect of mutations. As it was shown in [23,24] the change in the
intraprotein electric ﬁeld upon mutation of some charged side chain
should be calculated using the static permittivity, and hence it depends
on the static permittivity spatial distribution.
For our purpose, themutations should be selectedwhich leadonly to
the change of a charge at a deﬁnite point not causing recharging of other
residues or any sterical and other disturbances of the protein structure.
The comparison of some experimental data [77] with our calculations is
given in the Table 2. The employment of themultidielectricmodel of the
protein gives a reasonable agreement with the experiment while the
model of a homogeneous protein with traditional εs = 4 produces a
larger (by absolute value) effect (εs= 4 is the typical average permittiv-
ity measured on dry samples of several proteins). However, the effects
are relatively small, and the differences of the values calculated are
not large. Therefore, the data for these mutants cannot be used for an
unambiguous test of the multidielectric model.
In the mutants considered above the mutated residues are situated
rather close to the protein/water boundary, and hence their electric
ﬁeld is strongly screened by the counterions. Substantially higher effectsd color represents the most hydrophobic regions (ε b 4), yellow (4 b ε b 7.5) and green
regions (ε N 15). Lines – protein matrix, CPK – cofactors.
Table 2





protein, εs = 4
R(L135)L −20 −32 −44
D(L155)N +12 +12 +16
R(M164)L −16 −18 −25
Fig. 5.Distribution of the ionizable residues in BRC; number of residues at a given distance
from the protein/water boundary.
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side of the BRC, in particular, the effects of mutations of Glu L 212 and
Asp L 213 on the free energy of equilibrium QA− + QB = QA + QB−.
These two aminoacids are the closest to quinones of all charged
residues. Their state of protonation will be discussed in detail in
Section 3.2.2. At pHs around 7 Glu L 212 is neutral, and therefore muta-
tion L 212EQ does not change its charge, and, hence, ΔG of the reaction
is practically the same as forWT [37]. Themutations involving a change
of the residue's charge cause amarked effect, for somemutations rather
large ones (Table 3; the experimental data are taken from [78–80]).
Electrostatic calculations employing the spatial distribution of the static
dielectric permittivity described in this Section are in a reasonable
agreement with the experiment. To the contrary, calculations with a
uniform permittivity 4 give too large values.
3.2. Protonation of ionogenic residues
3.2.1. The general description of ionogenic residues
On Fig. 5, the distribution of ionogenic residues at various distances
from the protein surface is shown. As the measure of this distance the
minimal distance between the residue's side chain heteroatoms and
the closest water molecules is accepted (the radii of these atoms were
taken as 2.0 Å and 1.4 Å, so the shortest possible distance is 3.4 Å).
About half of all arginines and glutamates, two thirds of aspartates,
80% of lysines, and somewhat less than half of histidines are situated
in the surface layer of the protein complex. All the buried Arg and Lys
form pairs (some – triplets) with Glu or Asp, these pairs being contact
(distance ≤ 3 Å) or more distant (~4.5–5.5 Å; some of them are separat-
ed by water molecule).
The distance from the external water inﬂuences strongly the loss of
Bornian energy (the dielectric response energy). The correlation
between these quantities is shown in Fig. 6 that was calculated using
DelPhi program. The color of these points marks the residue position
relative to the surface as it is seen in the structure 2GNU. Green points
correspond to the residues with all the side chain heteroatoms
contacting water, red points – to the residues with only one of hetero-
atoms lying on the surface. The residues seen from outside (through
some crevices) but not accessible directly to water molecules are
marked black, the deeply buried residues are represented with emptyTable. 3







protein, εs = 4
chromatophores
L207RI +7.5 +10 +23
L217RI +20.5 +26 +76
Reaction centers
L213DN −73 −53 −193
L213DN+M44ND −15 −28 −126
M44ND +46 +25 +67symbols. Fig. 6A presents the data calculated for a homogeneous protein
with εs = 5. A deﬁnite correlation between the energy and the distance
from the surface is seen. Some scatter of points is due to the fact that the
protein / water boundary is not a smooth one, and the shortest distance
to one water molecule is not the effective distance to the whole closest
segment of the surface. A different picture is observed for the
dielectrically heterogeneous protein (Fig. 6B). In this case, for many of
the buried residues the situation is determined predominantly not by
the distance to the surface but by the dielectric permittivity of the
region where the residue is located.
The calculations have shown that almost all carboxylic acids are
charged (including Glu M 234 that is a ligand of non-heme Fe++)
what agrees with the previous ﬁndings (see Section 1. Introduction).
This is explained by the compensation of the loss of the dielectric
response energy due to the positive potential set up by the backbone di-
poles ﬁeld [81]. The exceptions are: the neutral Glu L 104 (that forms a
hydrogen bond with O of keto-group of pheophytin A), and Glu M 236.
For the buried cationic acids, the backbone ﬁeld is not so favorable,
and the loss of the Bornian solvation energy is compensated for
mainly by ﬁeld of anions. Five buried histidines are neutral ligands of
Mg++ and non-heme Fe++; among other histidines partly charged are
H98 (+0.92), H128 (+0.06), H141 (+0.03), M193 (+0.01), M301
(+0.11), the rest of them are neutral. All surface residues lying on the
protein surface have the same charge as the corresponding groups in
aqueous solutions at the given pH with exception of Glu M95 (−0.39)
andArgM136 (+0.4). As itwas described in Section2.4., all these charges
were employed as the pre-existing ones in calculation of pKs of Glu L 212
and Asp L 213.
Fig. 6. The loss of the dielectric response (Bornian) energy relative to this quantity inwater
as a function from the protein/water boundary distance. Green points correspond to the
residues with all the side chain heteroatoms contacting water, red points – to the residues
with only one of heteroatoms lying on the surface, the residues seen from outside
(through some crevices) but not accessible directly to water molecules are marked
black, the deeply buried residues are representedwith non-ﬁlled symbols. Fig. 6a presents
the data calculated for a homogeneous protein with εst = 5 (circles), Fig. 6b – the results
for a dielectrically heterogeneous protein with the static permittivity distributed as on
Fig. 4 (triangles).
Fig. 7. Surrounding of Glu L 212, glutamate is ionized. The distances are shown near the
corresponding connecting lines; dashed lines mark the possible hydrogen bonds, dotted
line shows the distance to an important but not linked atom.
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It is known that quinone QB can occupy different positions designat-
ed usually as the distal and proximal ones [50], the latter considered
being the only productive one. However, the exact coordinates of QB
are not well determined, and the data of different papers varymarkedly
depending probably on the crystallization conditions. In [50] (PDB
1AIG), [51] (PDB 1dv3) and [52] (PDB 2GNU) the distance between
O3 atom of QB and OE2 atom of Glu L 212 was found equal to 4.6 Å,
one water molecule was detected in the gap between Glu OE2 and the
methyl radical of themethoxy group of QB; thiswater forms a hydrogen
bondwithGlu OE2. After glutamate protonation, thismolecule turns up,
and now hydrogen bond with this molecule remains but as the bond
donor serves carboxylate; Therefore, the number of hydrogen bonds
does not change, giving practically no preference to protonated state.
Calculation of pKs performed similarly to described below and using
the structural data 2GNU give for Glu L 212 pK =−0.5, and for Asp L
213 pK = 2.4 (for details see later, Table 5). Hence, this conﬁguration
cannot explain the glutamate protonation in a very wide range of pH.
The other limiting conﬁguration was observed in the following
works. In [47] (PDB 4RCR) the OE2 – O3 distance was determined as
3.2 Å, in [48] (PDB 2RCR) – 2.9 Å, and in [13] (PDB 2J8D) – 3.2 Å (in
the latter paper, which resolves positions of many waters, no water
molecules that can be hydrogen bonded with OE2 of Glu L 212 were
found). Hence, these data show for this conﬁguration the possibility of
a new hydrogen bond between Glu L 212 OE2 and O3 of QB after Glu
protonation at OE2. The calculations presented below relate to the latter
structure (PDB 2J8D).On Figs. 7, 8 the structure of the Glu L 212 environment in various
states is presented. This residue, quinone QB, and water molecules
that are situated at the distance up to 10 Å from the carboxylates oxy-
gens are shown (the main contribution to the energy is caused by the
ﬁeld of the closest neighbors, the effect of molecules more distant
than 10 Å is negligible). It should be mentioned here that the HBUILD
program determines the positions of the water hydrogens with a
lower accuracy than most of other polar hydrogens [53].
The closer approach of QB expels water previously connected to
OE2 Glu L 212 (as in structure 2GNU), and only one hydrogen bond
H2O – Glu L 212 OE1 remains (Fig. 7). After Glu protonation at OE2 it
forms as a donor a rather long hydrogen bond with O3 of QB (Fig. 8).
The OD2 atom of Asp L 213 forms a strong hydrogen bond with OG
Ser L223 (the structure is not shown.) This hydrogen bond should stabi-
lizeOD2of Asp L 213 in deprotonated state, andprotonation proceeds at
OD1. Different to Glu L 212, no hydrogen bond is present between H2O
and Asp. Moreover, the orientation of the neighboring water molecules
seems to be unfavorable for the aspartate dissociation. After proton-
ation, some reorientation of water takes place but no new hydrogen
bond is formed neither with water nor with the closest aminoacid
residues.
In Table 4, all the energy contributions affecting the pK values are
given. Most columns present the difference of energies of protonated
and charged forms of the corresponding carboxylic acids in the ﬁeld of
the backbone permanent dipoles, ionized and polar side chains, non-
heme iron complex, internal water molecules, and neutral quinones.
In calculations of the ﬁeld of water molecules, the different orientation
of water molecules adjacent to Glu L 212 and Asp L 213 for protonated
and ionized residues has been accounted for. The positive intraprotein
ﬁeld stabilizes the anionic state of carboxylates, and hence decreases
their pK. The change of the dielectric response (Bornian) energy upon
transfer of two forms of acid from an idealized mediumwithout hydro-
gen bonds (M) destabilizes anions (increases pK), and hence these
ﬁgures are included in the Table with the sign opposite to the ﬁeld
effect. Presented are also the correction for the disruption of hydrogen
bonds (see Section 2.3.3), and pKs of Glu and Asp in aqueous solu-
tion. In this Table, only one version of the Glu L 212 protonation is
presented – at OE2 atom because only this protonation results in for-
mation of a new hydrogen bond stabilizing the protonated state/
One can see that the largest effect is due to the positive potential set
up by the backbone permanent dipoles; this ﬁeld is the main reason of
the presence of anions inside the low-dielectric proteinaceous medium.
The other components presented in the next three columns, though
substantial ones, partly compensate each other. Remarkable are the
following differences betweenGlu L 212 and Asp L 213. First, the shorter
Fig. 8. Surrounding of Glu L 212, glutamate is protonated. Designations as at Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. Effect of quinones charging on protonation and proton uptake, Glu and Asp
interacting (WT). Black curves and symbols – quinones neutral, red – QA charged,
green – QB charged. Circles – Glu L 212, triangles – Asp L 213.
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increases substantially the loss of the Bornian energy for glutamate.
Second, the opposite sign of the water effects reﬂects unfavorable
orientation around Asp L 213. Third, a strong negative energy of Glu L
212 interactionwithQB is due to the hydrogen bond formation between
protonated glutamate and O3 of quinone. It is interesting also to men-
tion that for Asp L 213 the predominant contribution to the ﬁelds of
the neutral side chains is due to its strong interaction with Ser L 223
forming a hydrogen bond (+0.2 eV) while the other side chains bring
about−0.11 eV.
The resulting “quasi-intrinsic” (“quasi” because they include the effect
of other ionic groups) pK of Glu L 212 and Asp L 213 are 7.9 and 5.9
correspondingly.
Figs. 9 and 10 present the protonation curves of these residues,
correspondingly, in presence of their electrostatic interaction (as in WT)
and in absence of it (this is the case when one of them is mutated to a
non-ionizable form).
Charging of quinones exerts negative potentials on both Glu L 212
and Asp L 213 increasing their effective pKs. On the upper panel of
Fig. 9 the titration curves are presented corresponding to neutral
quinones (black), charged QA (red), and charged QB (green). All the
curves relate to the interacting Glu and Asp.
The lower panel shows proton uptake going from neutral quinones
to QA− (red) or from neutral to QB− (green). The proton uptake at higher
pHs is due to protonation of Glu L 212, at lower pHs – to protonation of
Asp L 213. This conclusion agrees with those made on the basis of anal-
ysis of the experimental data. Also in agreement with the experiment is
the mutual disposition of the pH maxima corresponding to charging of
QA and QB. The calculated pHs of the maximum proton uptake by Glu
L 212 are 9–10 units at QA charging and 10–11 at QB charging, for up-
take by Asp L 213 the corresponding values are close to pH 6 and
pH 6–7. This correlate qualitatively well with the experimental values
5.5–6 and 9 at Q−A and 5.5 and 9.5–10.5 at Q−B (summarized in [38])
Keeping in mind the approximate character of calculations, their quan-
titative agreement with experiment should not be overestimated.
Some marked proton uptake was observed experimentally in the
region of pHs between the maxima that is independent on what of
quinones is charged, QA or QB. In this region, our calculations haveTable 4
The dissociation energy components, eV.
Amino-acid
residue








Glu-L 212 0.695 −0.239 0.029 0.265 −0.42
Asp-L 213 0.791 −0.471 0.090 0.097 −0.19given only small uptake by Glu L 212 or Asp L 213 that is dependent
on the nature of the quinone charged. It is logical, to ascribe the total
effect to the common small uptake by several partly protonated resi-
dues, in particular listed at the end of Section 3.2.1. Among them, one
could expect the largest contribution by the residues more close to qui-
nones, namely by His H98 that is substantially closer to QA, and by Arg
M136, that is closer to QB; the sum of these effects should not change
markedly upon charging of any of two quinones. Some small proton up-
take could be expected also by Glu M 95 and His M301 that are farther
from quinones, and are practically equidistant from both of them.
It is interesting to compare the results of our calculations with the
experimental data on the equilibrium of QA – QB electron transfer esti-
mated from the data on kinetics of quinone – special pair recombination
[38]. The rate of P+Q−A recombination is weakly dependent on pH and
is almost the same for WT and several mutants. To the contrary, the
P+QAQ−B recombination that proceedsmost probably via QA repopula-
tion exhibits substantial pH dependence different for WT and mutants.
For the WT, the rate is practically pH – independent in pH range of 5.5 –
8.5. At higher pHs the reaction accelerates due to the negative charge
appearing on Glu L 212 that destabilizes Q−B relative to Q−A. At lower
pHs the recombination rate decreases as a result of the Asp L 213
protonation stabilizing the negative charge on QB. Comparing with
calculations, one should keep in mind that the initial state of reaction is
charged QB; hence the protonation curves should correspond to this
state (Fig. 9, green curves). The calculations reveal the regions of the Glu
L 212 dissociation (at pH ≥ ~11), and of the Asp L 213 protonation







0 0.033 −0.165 −3.3 6.8 4.4 7.9
3 −0.028 0.002 −4.9 6.8 4.0 5.9
Fig. 10. Effect of quinones charging on protonation and proton uptake., Glu and Asp non-
interacting (one of carboxylates mutated). Designations as at Fig. 9.
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pendence in the higher pH region but at pH b 6 the recombination rate
decreases due to protonation of Asp L 213. For the comparison of data
for this mutant with calculations we should choose the results obtained
in the absence of the carboxylate anions interaction (Fig. 10). The calculat-
ed pH of the protonation boundary is 7.5–8 (see Fig. 10, green curve,
triangles). The double mutant L 212EQ/L 213DN reveals no pH depen-
dence in the whole pH range studied because disappear both dissociable
groups. Strong reaction acceleration is observed experimentally for the L
213DN mutant at pH N 7. The calculated inﬂection point lies at pH ~10
(Fig. 10, green curve, circles). Qualitatively, the whole picture resembles
the form of the protonation curves calculated. Naturally, the calculated
values of the boundaries of the different regions are not quite accurate.
The effect of mutations on the equilibrium free energy at pH ~ 7 has
been discussed in Section 3.1. It correlates reasonably well with the
experimental estimates.
3.2.2.1. Comparison with the other calculations. As it was described in
Introduction, the results of papers [5–16] obtained for the protonation
degree of Glu L 212 and Asp L 213 somewhat differ depending on details
of the calculation method and of parameterization. They give the differ-
ent relative values of pKs of these two residues but both of them having
a reasonable order of magnitude. When comparing these results with
ours, an evident question arises. We have argued that all these calcula-
tions have employed a simple electrostatic approach which is in princi-
ple inapplicable to hydration energy, and hence to the energy of ions
transfer from water to other dielectric media. To circumvent this
difﬁculty, we have proposed a method of the three-step transfer that
uses the experimental data on the transfer energies from water into
aprotic solvents. This method leads to introduction of some correction
accounting for the breaking and formation of hydrogen bonds. This
correction is especially large for carboxylic acids amounting to
ΔpKh.b. = 6.8. If we will add this correction term to the pKs obtained in
the previous electrostatic calculationswewould obtain the unrealistically
high pKs. Hence, there should be some other errors compensating for the
error connected with the neglect of the hydrogen bonds reformation.These errors follow from the other difference of our method from
the traditional approach. The ﬁrst difference is that for analysis of two
physically different quantities we used two protein's dielectric permit-
tivities – the optical one for calculation of the intraprotein ﬁeld and
the static one for calculation of the dielectric response energy (Bornian
energy, reaction ﬁeld energy, solvation penalty). In all traditional elec-
trostatic calculations only the static permittivity is used for both these
quantities. The second feature of our approach is the employment of in-
homogeneous static dielectric permittivity which spatial distribution
was found from the comparison of the experimental data on electrogen-
esis with the local concentration of polar side chains. The third distinc-
tion is that we have not eliminated crystallographic water, and hence
we prevented the ﬁlling of cavities by external water with permittivity
80. The orientation of the internal waters was determined, and hence
them were ascribed the IR permittivity, about 6. Further, we have
accounted explicitly for the hydrogen bonds of Glu L 212 and Asp L
213 with water and Ser L 223.
Let us try to estimate the effect of each of these factors. We are not
going to reproduce some deﬁnite work because each of the papers pub-
lished has its speciﬁc details. Our task is to analyze the features common
for all papers employing the electrostatic approach. Most of works are
dealing with a structure similar to 2GNU, and hence we will compare
them with our calculations for this structure. In Table 5, our results for
this structure are given. As it was mentioned in Section 3.2.2., the pKs
obtained are too low, and hence this structure cannot explain the pHde-
pendencies observed (this prompted us to turn to the structure 2J8D).
The next part of the Table 5 relates to the model of a homogeneous
protein; crystallographic water is retained but its ﬁeld was not consid-
ered explicitly. In this model, only one static permittivity (its usual
value is 4) is employed in calculations of both the intraprotein ﬁelds
and the loss of Bornian energy. The effect of ﬁelds is substantially
weaker – the medium with εs = 4 is substituted for the medium with
εo = 2.5. On the other hand, the Bornian energy loss is much higher
because in our method the enhanced static permittivity in the region
of QB site is accounted for, and hence the better solvation is obtained.
As a result somewhat enhanced pKs were found but their values are
not improbably high. As in our calculations, pK of Glu is lower than of
Asp.
The last part of the Table 5 describes the model of a homogeneous
protein (εs = 4) but crystallographic water is excluded, and hence the
corresponding cavities are ﬁlled with the external water with εs = 80.
The additional screening of the ﬁeld by internal water decreases the
ﬁeld effect. Theproximity of the high-dielectric internalwater decreases
substantially the Bornian energy loss. The resulting pKs are lower than
the experimental ones but have again the possible order of magnitude.
In this case, pK of Glu is lower than pK of Asp.
We can conclude that the acceptable results of the previous contin-
uum electrostatic analysis were obtained because of compensation
of rather large errors due to oversimpliﬁed physical picture of the
phenomena.
4. Bacterial thioredoxin
Bacterial thioredoxin from E. coli is one of the “benchmarking” pro-
teins selected by Stanton and Houk [21]. We have chosen it for testing
of our approach by the following reasons. First, in our method we
have introduced a correction for hydrogen bonds disruption that is the
largest for carboxylates. Among the all carboxylates of the proteins con-
sidered in [21], pK of a buried Asp 26 of this thioredoxin measured by
NMR technique in [82] demonstrates one of the largest deviations
from its pK in water, and hence presents a special interest. Second,
this pK has been calculated by three quite different methods, and we
can compare the results of these calculationswith ours. Third, according
to experimental data the other ionizable groups are the surface ones,
their pKs are close to those in water, and their ionization state is practi-
cally the same as in aqueous solutions (all the calculations give the
Table 5
Comparison of the dissociation energy components calculated in different models, eV. “Separated” conﬁguration, pdb 2GNU.
Amino-acid
residue














Glu-L 212 0.716 −0.298 0.017 0.283 −0.294 0.269 −11.7 6.8 4.4 −0.5
Asp-L 213 0.810 −0.485 −0.093 0.109 −0.189 0.343 −8.4 6.8 4.0 2.4
Homogenious protein (ε= 4), crystallographic water retained
Glu-L 212 0.541 −0.208 0.025 0.213 −0.748 3.0 4.4 7.4
Asp-L 213 0.637 −0.363 −0.062 0.083 −0.554 4.4 4.0 8.4
Homogenious protein (ε= 4), without crystallographic water (with cavities)
Glu-L 212 0.487 −0.192 0.021 0.188 −0.507 −0.05 4.4 4.35
Asp-L 213 0.479 −0.309 −0.048 0.060 −0.302 −2.0 4.0 2.0
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pKs in protonation – deprotonation equilibria but in the oxidized
thioredoxin they form a disulﬁde bridge, and hence do not participate
in the acid – base transformation.
Our calculations have been performed according the same scheme as
for BRC. In the case of thioredoxin, we have no direct experimental mea-
surements of dielectric properties as those available for BRC. Thereforewe
have used the following approach. Starting with the crystallographic
structure, we calculated the average polarity of surroundings of each ion-
izable residue by the algorithm described earlier in Section 2.2. Then,
using the Fig. 2 as a gage curve we found the corresponding values
of the static dielectric permittivity (its special distribution is depicted
at Fig. 11, the numerical data are given in Supplementary Material,
Table S6). The results of calculations are presented in Table 6 that is con-
structed similarly to Table 4. We have shown the data relating to two
possible version of Asp 26 protonation – at atoms OD1 or OD2. Proton-
ation at OD2 reveals to be by 0.11 eV less favorable, ﬁrst of all because of
loosening of the link with the closest water molecule. The positive po-
tential exerted by the intraprotein electric ﬁelds overweighs the loss
of the Bornian energy, and, together with the hydrogen bond correction
results in pK = 6.5.
In the literature, pKa of Asp 26 has been calculated by threemethods
[21]. First, using a combinedmolecular dynamics analysis of the protein
interior, generalized Born continuum electrostatics for implicit descrip-
tion of the surrounding medium, and thermodynamic integration [83].Fig. 11. Static dielectric permittivity distribution of the bacterial thioredoxin. The structure
pdb 2TRX, molecule A [54,55]. Designations as at Fig. 4, lines – all residues except Asp 26
(licorice).Second, employing empirically adjusted increments describing the
surroundings of each of the ionizable residue [84]. Third, the continuum
electrostatic description presenting the protein as a heterogeneous
medium with a set of empirically adjusted dielectric parameters [61],
The ﬁrst method gives pK = 7.7, the second pK 5.2, the third pK 5.9.
The experimental pK value equals to 7.5 [82]. The best result is provided
by the most computer time demanding the ﬁrst method. Our result is
reasonably close to the experiment, it is better than those given by the
second and third methods.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have tried to evaluate the protonation pattern in
BRC basing on the physically more realistic description of this process.
First, the traditional approach estimates the transfer energies of ions
from water into protein using only electrostatics calculation. However,
this approach revealed to be incorrect when applied to the ions, espe-
cially the anions transfer from water into aprotic solvent. This is due,
ﬁrst of all, to the impossibility to describe by the simple continuumelec-
trostatics the effect of the ion – water hydrogen bonds. Here, we have
introduced explicitly some correction for the energies of breaking and
formation of hydrogen bonds, especially in water. This correction
employs experimental estimates of the energies of transfer of ions
from water into aprotic solvents, preferentially DMF, and empirical
rules for the energies of the different types of hydrogen bonds.
Second,we have proposed a newmethod of accounting for the inho-
mogeneity of the protein's static dielectric permittivity. This method
does not adjust the dielectric parameters to the experimental data on
the pKs, i.e. to the ﬁnal result. We have evaluated the permittivity's
spatial distribution basing on the correlation of the independent exper-
imental data on electrogenesis and the structural data on the concentra-
tion of polar group in various regions of the protein.
Third, we have calculated the intraprotein electric ﬁelds using
optical protein's dielectric permittivity; and the Bornian energy was
calculatedwith its static permittivity. In this way, in linewith our previ-
ousﬁndings described in Section 1: Introduction (see [23,24,26–29])we
accounted for the qualitative difference between two electrostatic
effects – the intraprotein electric ﬁeld and the static dielectric response
of protein.
Besides that, we have not excluded crystallographic intraprotein
water; its orientation was obtained with the aim of the HBUILD pro-
gram, and the effect of the electric ﬁeld of its dipoles was accounted
for explicitly.
In most published papers employing continuum electrostatics all
the factors listed above were not taken into account. Our analysis
shows that the acceptable values of pKs obtained in these works
are due to the mutual compensation of errors caused by neglecting
of these effects.
It follows from the various X-ray crystallographic data that in the
proximal conﬁguration the quinone QB localization relative to Glu L
212 can vary substantially. The distance between O3 of QB and OE2 of
Table 6
The dissociation energy components for bacterial thioredoxin, eV.






Close H2O and… δpK (sum of all) ΔpKh.b pKaq pKprot
Asp-26 (HD1) 0.264 0.176 −0.001 0.032 −0.435 0.217 −4.3 6.8 4.0 6.5
Asp-26 (HD2) 0.222 0.240 −0.004 0.036 −0.435 0.082 −2.4 6.8 4.0 8.4
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molecule between QB and Glu L 212 that forms the hydrogen bond
with OE2 of glutamate both for its ionized and protonated state. In the
other limit, the shortest distance between O3 and OE2 equals to
2.9–3.2 Å, and there is no water molecule linked by a hydrogen bond
with OE2 of Glu L 212. At the same time, the glutamate protonated at
OE2 can form a hydrogen bond with O3 of QB.
In our calculations, we have used several approximations that were
discussed at the corresponding places in the text. This concerns the
evaluation of the hydrogen bond energies between acids and solvent
molecules, of the ions transfer energies from water into an aprotic
solvent, of dielectric permittivities, and some usual uncertainties in co-
ordinates and parameterization. Therefore, our results cannot be strictly
quantitative ones. However, we could describe qualitatively several
experimental data.
On the basis of electrostatic analysis we can draw the following
conclusions. At a rather large Glu L 212 – QB distance, there is a water
molecule between them that is linked by a hydrogen bond to the OE2
atom of Glu L 212 both for the ionized and protonated glutamate. In
this conﬁguration Glu L 212 should be ionized in a wide pH range, and
this cannot explain the proton absorption by Glu L 212 upon reduction
of QB. At shorter distance between glutamate and metoxyl oxygen O3
of QB, glutamate protonation makes formation of the hydrogen bond
GluOE2 – QBO3 possible. For this structure, in a wide pH range Glu L
212 is protonated while Asp L 213 is ionized. Upon charging of quinones,
pK of these residues increases resulting in a proton uptake. At higher pHs,
protons are absorbed mainly by Glu L 212, at lower ones – by Asp L 213.
The uptake maxima are higher upon charging of QB and lower upon
charging of QA.
The effect of mutations on the equilibrium free energy for QA – QB
electron exchange calculated with inhomogeneous protein's static
permittivity agrees reasonably well with experimental data while em-
ployment of homogeneous permittivity εs = 4 results in substantial
discrepancies.
The pH–dependence of the QB− – special pair recombination kinetics
forWT and threemutants (L 212EQ, L 213DN, and L 212EQ/L 213DN) is
similar to the calculated form of protonation curves. All these conclu-
sions agree qualitatively with the experimental data.
The newmethod of pK calculationswas also applied to a “benchmark”
protein – bacterial thioredoxin; it shows a reasonable agreementwith the
experiment close to results obtained by other methods proposed in the
literature (and better than some of them). It is remarkable that for
thioredoxin there are nodirect data on thedielectric permittivity distribu-
tion like those for BRC obtained from the electrogenesis data. However,
calibration based on the curve for BRC gives a satisfactory result.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbabio.2015.07.010.
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